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Abstract. We introduce a method to convert stereo 360° (omnidirectional stereo) imagery into a layered, multi-sphere image representation
for six degree-of-freedom (6DoF) rendering. Stereo 360° imagery can be
captured from multi-camera systems for virtual reality (VR), but lacks
motion parallax and correct-in-all-directions disparity cues. Together,
these can quickly lead to VR sickness when viewing content. One solution
is to try and generate a format suitable for 6DoF rendering, such as by
estimating depth. However, this raises questions as to how to handle disoccluded regions in dynamic scenes. Our approach is to simultaneously learn
depth and disocclusions via a multi-sphere image representation, which
can be rendered with correct 6DoF disparity and motion parallax in VR.
This significantly improves comfort for the viewer, and can be inferred
and rendered in real time on modern GPU hardware. Together, these
move towards making VR video a more comfortable immersive medium.

1

Introduction

360° imagery is a valuable tool for virtual reality (VR) as the viewer is immersed
in a captured real-world environment. Stereo 360° imagery aims to increase this
immersion by providing binocular disparity as a depth cue in all directions, and
video provides depiction for dynamic scenes. This imagery is usually captured with
wide-angle multi-camera systems, arranged in a circle [1, 45], with state-of-the-art
systems providing high-resolution and high-quality stitched imagery. Stereo 360°
cameras are decreasing in cost (≈$5k), which will increase their deployment
across many industries. However, there are problems with this format. Motion
parallax is missing from stereo 360° imagery, which can cause viewing discomfort.
Further, stereo 360° formats have disparity problems: side-by-side equirectangular
projection (ERP) formats have incorrect disparity everywhere but in one direction
[25], and omnidirectional stereo (ODS) formats [21, 36] have diminished disparity
as the view approaches the zenith or nadir [1]. In short, long-term viewing is
difficult as vestibulo-ocular comfort is low [56], which can cause VR sickness [34].
Our goal is to provide six-degree-of-freedom (6DoF) video with accurate
motion parallax and disparity cues for a reasonably-sized headbox. Large-baseline
camera systems can interpolate views to provide this via optical flow or depthbased reprojection, but usually the desired human motion is too large to build
practical camera systems that operate in this way. Thus, we must extrapolate
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Fig. 1. Our approach takes 360° omnidirectional stereo video as input and predicts
multi-sphere images that enable six degree-of-freedom 360° view synthesis in real time.
This produces a more comfortable and immersive VR video viewing experience.

views beyond the camera system’s baseline. This requires estimating content for
unseen regions via hallucination or inpainting. Further, for video, we want this
view synthesis to happen quickly, preferably in real time when applied to a stereo
360° camera feed, so as to avoid preprocessing and allow live applications.
Our approach is to simultaneously estimate depth and inpaint the holes by
using a learning-based approach on a layer-based scene representation. Inspired
by recent work on stereo magnification [48, 64] and light field fusion [32], we
learn to decompose a scene into multi-sphere images (MSI), each with RGB
and alpha (RGBA) values. This is created by a network architecture which
supports stereo 360° input in the omnidirectional stereo format, uses sphericallyaware convolutions and losses, and maintains temporal consistency for video
without additional network parameters via spherical single-image transforminverse regularization [15]. We demonstrate quantitatively and qualitatively that
these contributions increase reconstruction quality both spatially and temporally
against existing view expansion methods, and that our approach can be applied
and rendered in real time to 4K videos on modern GPUs. Our contributions are:
– A multi-sphere image scene representation for omnidirectional view synthesis.
– A method to recover the MSI representation from ODS imagery via a learningbased soft spherical 3D reconstruction method. This uses an architecture and
losses for spherical images, including spherical temporal consistency.
– A real-time inference and VR rendering engine for MSI from ODS input.
These are complemented by an open-source system, with mono (ERP) and stereo
360° (ODS) renderers to generate synthetic training data [18, 44, 49], TensorFlow
models, real-time TensorFlow and TensorRT inference within Unity that outputs
to GPU textures, and a real-time multi-sphere video renderer in Unity.

2

Related Work

360° video stitching builds on seminal work in panorama image stitching
[5, 53], which automatically aligns and blends multiple photos of a scene into a
single, wide field-of-view panorama. Subsequent work on stitching 360° videos
[27, 38] addresses temporally coherent stitching from multi-view video input, as
commonly used in commercial 360° videos. However, monocular 360° videos only
provide views for a single center of projection, and hence no depth perception.
Omnidirectional stereo (ODS) is a circular projection [21, 36, 40] that improves
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depth perception using the disparity between the left- and right-eye panoramic
views. ODS has become popular for stereo 360° [1, 41, 45] as it is a good fit for
existing processing, compression and transmission pipelines.
360° depth estimation aims to recover dense 360° depth maps, which can be
used for rendering novel views using a mesh-based renderer. Assuming a moving
camera in a static environment, structure-from-motion and multi-view stereo can
be used [19, 20]. However, the made assumptions are actually violated by most
usage scenarios, like stationary cameras or dynamic environments. Learning-based
depth estimation approaches have the potential to overcome these limitations by
using single-image input to predict 360° depth maps [25, 57, 65, 66]. Nevertheless,
view synthesis from RGBD (RGB+Depth) data is fundamentally limited by 3D
reconstruction accuracy, and one cannot look behind occlusions [19, 25].
360° view synthesis creates new panoramic viewpoints from different input
[42]. For example, ODS video can be created from three fisheye cameras [8],
two 360° cameras mounted side by side [31], or two rotating line cameras [23].
However, ODS provides only binocular disparity and no motion parallax. Novelview synthesis with motion parallax can be achieved using depth-augmented ODS
[55], flow-based blending [3, 30], or a layered scene representation [46]. However,
these approaches do not support up/down motion. Parra Pozo et al.’s spherical
video camera rig enables high-quality 6DoF view synthesis [35], but not in real
time. Serrano et al. similarly propose an offline, optimization-based method for
high-quality 6DoF video generation from RGBD equirectangular video input [46].
We create a fast learning-based view synthesis method that is applicable to ‘in
the wild’ ODS videos or streams, e.g., including all YouTube ODS videos.
Perspective view synthesis has made leaps in visual quality using soft 3D
reconstructions [10, 37] and multi-plane images [17, 32, 48, 64]. MPIs are stacks
of semi-transparent layers representing scene appearance without explicit geometry, and can easily be reprojected into novel views. Learning-based approaches
optimize MPIs from stereo images [48, 64], or 4–5 input images [17, 32]. Most
approaches optimize RGBA colors per layer; the alpha channel allows for ‘soft’
reconstructions by blending the layers for perspectives from different input views
[37]. We extend these ideas to multi-sphere images, a layered spherical scene
representation that enables omnidirectional 6DoF view synthesis.
CNNs on spheres need to be adapted to correctly handle the unique
distortions of 360° images. Su and Grauman work directly on equirectangular
images using wider kernels near the poles [50], but there is no information shared
between kernels. 360° images can also be projected into a cubemap, processing all
sides as perspective images, and recombined [9]. More principled are distortionaware convolutions [12, 51, 54], which also allow transfer of perspectively trained
models to equirectangular images. Full rotation-equivariance can be achieved with
spherical convolutions [11, 16], but this is not necessarily desirable as videos can
exploit the fixed gravity vector. Recent work generalizes cubemaps to icosahedra,
and the resulting 20 triangles are unwrapped into five rectangles with shared
convolution kernels [28, 61]. These approaches add expense at inference time, or
trade model capacity for spherical awareness; neither of which is desirable.
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Fig. 2. Given an ODS image, we generate left/right sphere sweep volumes (SSV). These
are input to a fully-convolutional neural network, with V-coordinate convolution, that
predicts blending weights and alpha ERPs per multi-sphere image (MSI) layer. The final
high-res MSI enables real-time 6DoF view synthesis. (Figure inspired by Zhou et al. [64].)

3

Method

Our goal is to enable real-time 6DoF view synthesis in the vicinity of an input
stereo 360° video (Figure 2). We begin with omnidirectional stereo (ODS) imagery,
which has an image for each eye given a position in the world [21, 36, 40]. Given
a database of synthetic ODS image pairs [18], our method trains a network to
generate a multi-sphere image (MSI) representation of the scene. Then, in VR,
we infer an MSI for each ODS video frame of an input video, and render it from
novel headset viewpoints for the left and right eyes of the user.
Equirectangular projection (ERP): Pixel coordinates in equirectangular images directly map to directions on the unit sphere. A pixel’s x-coordinate maps
to the azimuth angle θ = π ×(2x−1) ∈ [−π, π], and its
y-coordinate to the elevation angle ϕ = π × ( 12 − y) ∈
[− π2 , π2 ]. A point p = (px , py , pz ) projects to:
θERP = − arctan(pz /px )

and ϕERP

Omnidirectional projections

r

ERP

ODS (right view)

 p

= arctan py / p2x + p2z ,

(1)

with x-forward, z-left, and y-down [1]. A major disadvantage of the ERP format
for 360° stereo imagery is that disparity is zero along the camera baseline, and
so depth cannot be determined for pixels that lie along the baseline [31].
Top view
ODS projection: This is defined by the
z
( px , py , pz )
viewing circle to which all camera rays are tanr
gent [21, 36]. Without loss of generality, this
θ
circle lies in the x-z-plane, is centered at the
α
origin and has radius r = IPD/2 = 31.5 mm
x
θ
[1, 13]. A 3D point p = (px , py , pz ) projects
r
Viewing circle
into the left and right ODS images at:
 p

L/R
θODS = ± arcsin r/ p2x + p2z − arctan(pz /px ) ,
 p

ϕODS = arctan py / p2x + p2z − r2 .

Side view

(px , py , pz )
φ

Viewing circle

y

(2)
(3)

Unlike ERP, ODS encodes disparity in all azimuth directions, and therefore is
richer input for view-synthesis tasks.
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Multi-Sphere Image Representation

The core representation for our scene inference and view-synthesis pipeline is
the multi-sphere image (MSI)—the spherical equivalent of multi-plane images
[64]. MSIs represent a scene as concentric spheres with color and transparency
(RGBA) at each point on a sphere. One advantage of MSIs is that they allow for
fast and dense rendering of novel views using traditional graphics pipelines (e.g.,
in Unity). Unlike multi-plane images, multi-sphere images are omnidirectional
and thus enable view synthesis for any camera orientation and position within
the innermost sphere. During training, inference, and rendering, we store MSIs
as a sequence of ERPs parametrized by spherical coordinates {(θi , ϕi )} and their
sphere radii {ri }. In practice, we use 32 layers as a trade-off between inference
speed and quality, with the smallest radius being 1 m, and the largest being 100 m.
We generate the radii for in-between layers by linearly interpolating reciprocal
depths. This creates more layers for nearby scene geometry (half the layers closer
than 2 m). This sampling pattern is also desirable as it separates layers linearly in
disparity when projected into a translated view close to the center of projection.
See concurrent work by Broxton et al. [6] for a theoretical analysis.
Differentiable Rendering from MSIs: Novel views can easily be rendered
from MSIs for a range of projections, including perspective, ERP and ODS. We
use this to render target views for supervision during training. Each pixel in the
projection defines a ray, whose color is given by repeated over-compositing [39]
on the MSI, similar to MPIs [17]. Each such ray is intersected with the concentric
spheres of the MSI, producing intersection points {pi }N
i=1 with spherical layers
1 to N , from near to far. Next, each intersection point pi is converted from
Cartesian to spherical coordinates (θi , ϕi ), so we can sample the RGB colors
N
{ci }N
i=1 and alphas (opacities) {αi }i=1 corresponding to these points from MSI
layer i. We use bilinear interpolation for sub-pixel precision. The final color is:
c=

N
X
i=1

ci · αi ·

i−1
Y

(1 − αj ) .

(4)

j=1
Net opacity of layer i

3.2

Model Architecture

The goal of our deep model is to infer an RGBA MSI from a pair of ODS images
(Figure 2). We use a U-Net-style architecture [43, 64] to perform MSI inference,
with specific adjustments for the spherical domain. Our approach of inferring MSI
alphas via a new ODS reprojection component conceptually corresponds to a soft
3D reconstruction [37], and is similar in idea to depth probability volumes [10].
Beyond alpha, we structure our network to additionally learn a blending
weight between the left and right ODS views for each layer of the MSI, to be used
within our reprojection method. This allows the network to blend between views
as appropriate, and to fill holes with content from at least one input view. This
lets us overcome occlusions in one view. In principle, this also handles specular
highlights, reflections, and transparent content that does not correspond between
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views and so does not have a natural disparity. This is also useful during training
or when inference is imperfect: any ghosting from combining left/right ODS views
is minimized when the inferred alphas are opaque at or beyond the correct scene
depth, and when the alphas are transparent in front of the correct scene depth.
ODS reprojection: We first preprocess a left/right ODS pair IL and IR into a
pair of sphere sweep volumes [20]: these are defined as a set of ERP images, each
corresponding to the reprojection of concentric spheres with radii {ri }N
i=1 into
one of the ODS images. We generate each ERP in the sphere sweep as follows:
1. Back-project ERP pixels (θi , ϕi ) to points pi on the sphere of radius ri .
2. Project these points into the image IL or IR (Equations 2 and 3).
3. Look up pixel colors from IL or IR (bilinearly interpolated).
Blending: For each MSI layer, our network predicts alpha values and left/right
L/R
ODS blending weights. Specifically, let S L/R = {Si }N
i=1 be the sphere sweep for
the left/right ODS image, and let {βi }N
i=1 be the per-layer blending weights. Then,
the colors {ci } for MSI layer i are calculated via element-wise multiplication ( ):
ci = β i

SiL + (1 − βi )

SiR .

(5)

Angle-aware kernels: To create a training and inference approach which is
efficient and implicitly aware of the angular distortions within ERP and ODS
images, we provide the network with information about each pixel’s relative
location in the spherical projection using coordinate convolution [29]. Existing
approaches provide two additional channels, U and V , to each convolutional layer
within the network, with each containing the normalized azimuth and elevation
at each pixel position [65]. However, the shape of the image distortion under
ERP/ODS projection is independent of azimuth, and is symmetric in elevation
around the equator. Thus we only use V (x, y) = |sin(ϕ(y))|.
3.3

Training Losses

During training, we learn to assign alpha values and blending weights to each
MSI layer by penalizing the L2 re-rendering error between a predicted target
view Iˆ = Render(MSI, P ) for pose P and the ground-truth image IGT at P :
X
2
ˆ y) − IGT (x, y) .
LL2 =
I(x,
(6)
x,y

2

Spherical weighting: Applying an L2 loss directly on equirectangular images
puts disproportionate weight on regions near the poles as the projection does not
conserve area. Instead, we use a spherical weighting scheme which weights pixels
by their area on the sphere’s surface. We generate a map of area weights A by
projecting corner coordinates at pixel (x, y) into spherical coordinates (θ0 , θ1 ) and
(ϕ0 , ϕ1 ), and then computing their subtended area on the unit sphere (r = 1):
A(x, y) = r2 (θ1 − θ0 )(cos(ϕ1 ) − cos(ϕ0 )).

(7)
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Given a target image IGT and the predicted image Iˆ = Render(MSI, P ) from the
MSI at pose P, we then apply the spherical area weighting A to the L2 loss:

 2
X
ˆ y) − IGT (x, y)
LERP-L2 =
A(x, y) · I(x,
.
(8)
2

x,y

Transform-inverse MSI regularization: Per-frame processing can lead to
undesirable flickering in videos. We improve the temporal consistency of our
model with a spherical 3D procedure derived from the 2D image transforminverse regularization approach [15]. The motivating idea is that predicting an
image under a small transformation of the target view, and then transforming
it back to the original target view, should only incur a small difference in
appearance. Penalizing this difference then leads to smoothness over time, as
small transformations mimic the minor frame-to-frame differences in a video.
Single-frame temporal consistency methods are more efficient to train and infer
than two-frame optical-flow-based methods [4] or recurrent network methods [26].
We develop a new approach to apply this to MPIs and MSIs. The input to
our network is 3D rather than 2D, via two sphere sweep volumes, S L and S R .
Likewise, our output is a 3D representation of a scene. As such, let us consider a
3D rigid body transformation on the inputs and outputs T = [R | t], and let f be
the function to infer our MSI representation. We would like to compute the loss:
LTI = f (T (S L ), T (S R )) − T (f (S L , S R ))

2

.

(9)

Applying T to the input corresponds to resampling
the sphere sweeps for a set of concentric spheres transformed by T . This is easily accomplished by applying
T to back-projected points in the sphere sweep volume
generation process (Section 3.2). However, applying T
to an output MSI is less straightforward as, given an
MSI, we must determine a new MSI at a pose transformed by T . This requires interpolating alpha values
and blending weights for the layers of the new MSI,
while still preserving the correct output color along
rays, which may blur features of the original MSI. Instead, our approach is to
penalize the re-rendering loss for a target view with pose P between the MSI
predicted for transformed inputs, and the original MSI:
LTI = Render(f (T (S L ), T (S R )), P ) − Render(T (f (S L , S R )), P )

2

,

(10)

which is equivalent to
LTI = Render(f (T (S L ), T (S R )), P ) − Render(f (S L , S R ), T P )

2

.

(11)

This can be computed without explicitly interpolating MSIs, and only requires
transforming the target pose. If the re-renderings are close, then this implies the
MSIs f (T (SL ), T (SR )) and T (f (SL , SR )) are consistent scene representations.
Perceptual loss: Finally, we experiment with replacing the LERP-L2 loss with
a perceptual E-LPIPS [22] loss, which penalizes transformations of the image
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through comparisons of feature activations of the VGG network:
LPer = E-LPIPS(Render(MSI, P ), IGT ).

(12)

Thus, our final loss is: LFinal = λPer LPer + λTI LTI , with λPer = 1, λTI = 10.
3.4

High-resolution Rendering

An advantage of any approach that directly predicts scene structure (MPIs, MSIs,
meshes) is that, no matter the resolution of the output representation, it can
be textured with a high-resolution image. We combine multiple high-resolution
images (left and right ODS) using learned blending weights, which allows for
high-resolution synthesis of both visible and single-view occluded regions, while
maintaining real-time frame rates. We render a set of concentric spheres as meshes
in Unity, textured with the alpha values described above and RGBs derived from
combining the two high-resolution ODS images using the inferred low-resolution
blending weights (Equation 5).
Further, given an inferred MSI, we can apply a GPU-based joint bilateral
upsampling filter [24] between the high-resolution 4K×2K blended RGB images
at each layer and the lower-resolution 640×320 inferred alpha layers. This offers
the following advantages:
1. It allows us to perform inference at low spatial resolution for speed, and then
upsample the MSI alphas to match the higher-resolution input RGBs.
2. Training produces checkerboard artifacts through the architecture of the
strided transpose convolutions [33]; filtering reduces these, which improves
the quality of occlusion edges during view synthesis.
Different architecture choices are also possible to reduce checkerboarding, such
as bilinear upsampling followed by convolution [52], but typically these are more
expensive on the GPU at inference time (≈ 2× slower).

4

Experiments

We experiment by training our model on a dataset of indoor scenes with moving
cameras. We quantitatively compare our model against ground-truth data with
image quality and perceptual metrics. Further, we test our approach on ODS
footage from real cameras collected online—please see our supplemental video.
Training data: Existing view synthesis and expansion approaches rely on
large databases of permissively-licensed perspective video [64], which are not
available for stereo 360° imagery as the format is still nascent. Instead, we generate
synthetic training data using the Replica dataset [49] for supervision from target
views. Replica contains high-quality scenes with few holes or missing/incorrect
geometry, as might be found in real-world scan databases [7, 60]. In principle, we
can use any projection for the target views during training (Section 3). Choosing
an omnidirectional projection allows us to back-propagate our loss through all
parts of the MSI simultaneously. If we trained on real video data, we would
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Table 1. Quantitative comparison of baseline methods (top) and ablations of our
approach (bottom). We show single-image reconstruction error (E-LPIPS, SSIM, PSNR)
on a Replica ODS test set. We report 1000×E-LPIPS [22] as ‘mE-LPIPS’ (milli-ELPIPS). For training data, (P) is perspective views and (ODS) is omnidirectional stereo.
‘N’ means higher is better, ‘H’ means lower is better. Numbers are mean±standard error.
Datasets: RealEstate10K [64], Replica [49], Stanford 2D-3D-S [2]. Best numbers in
green. *90 Hz at 256×128 pixels ≈ 15 Hz at 640×320 pixels. † Please see text discussion.
Baseline/Ablation Model

mE-LPIPSH

SSIMN

PSNRN

Ground-truth depth+mesh rendering
Zhou et al. [64] adapted to ODS
Double plane sweep (DPS-RE10K)
Double plane sweep (DPS-Rep)
ODS-Net [25]+mesh rendering

InferenceN Training Data
N/A
2 Hz
30 Hz
30 Hz
15 Hz*

(not trained)
RealEstate10K (P)
RealEstate10K (P)
Replica (P)
Stanford 2D-3D-S

3.08±6.17
7.38±4.00
4.28±3.00
7.46±3.86
5.58±3.54

0.93±0.05
0.78±0.06
0.90±0.04
0.80±0.06
0.82±0.06

26.75±3.73
20.65±2.15
27.52±3.52
21.55±2.34
21.82±3.06

Ours (real-time)
– CoordConv
– E-LPIPS (using L2)
Ours (with 2 × 32 = 64 MSI layers)
Ours (graph conv. network)
Ours (with background layer)

30 Hz
30 Hz
30 Hz
15 Hz
2 Hz
30 Hz†

Replica
Replica
Replica
Replica
Replica
Replica

2.29±2.21
2.43±2.10
2.88±2.53
2.45±2.25
3.06±2.40
2.04±2.14

0.92±0.04
0.92±0.04
0.92±0.04
0.92±0.04
0.92±0.04
0.91±0.04

29.10±3.91
29.14±3.92
29.82±3.91
29.25±3.89
30.03±4.15
30.03±4.04

(ODS)
(ODS)
(ODS)
(ODS)
(ODS)
(ODS)

project inferred MSIs into target views by tracking the ODS video over time and
selecting frames with desired poses. However, our ultimate goal is to produce
views that are correct to each human eye within head-tracked VR. For this, ERP
images more closely match our desire than ODS reprojections. Given that our
data is synthetic, we exploit this fact and render ERP target views for supervision.
Data generation: First, we develop a custom ERP and ODS renderer for
Replica [49]. Then, we sample floor positions in Replica via uniformly randomly
selecting from navigable positions available via the Facebook AI Habitat simulator [44]. For each floor position, we sample a vertical position from a Gaussian
distribution over human heights. At each position, we render the camera’s left-eye
and right-eye ODS images, along with a triplet of ERP target views within
the desired headbox for VR rendering. We render one interpolation target view
randomly within the ODS viewing circle, and two extrapolation target views at
random offset from the camera. To reduce render aliasing as the synthetic data
does not have mipmaps, we render each view at 4K×2K, apply a Gaussian blur
with σ = 3.2 pixels, and downsample to our training resolution of 640×320. We
render ERP images from 30,000 positions in total. Finally, we split the data
70%/30% across training and test sets by scene. See our supplement for details.
Image metrics: To quantitatively compare our results against ground truth
and other baselines, we use three evaluation metrics: mean E-LPIPS [22], SSIM [59],
and PSNR, along with their standard error over the test set of frames. E-LPIPS
is a relatively new metric, built upon LPIPS [62], which computes and compares
VGG16 feature responses [47] under different perturbations by self-ensembling
through random transformations. As a more advanced, learned ‘perceptual’ metric, its intent is to be more robust to transformations which are equivalent in
PSNR and SSIM but noticeable to the human eye [14].
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Baseline Comparisons: To our knowledge, no existing method infers MSIs
from 360° imagery; we thus adapt existing baselines to our purpose and compare
them in Table 1. Our first baseline creates novel views using textured mesh rendering with ground-truth depth maps. In practice, perfect depth is unattainable,
but it provides an upper bound on the performance of depth-based re-rendering.
Zhou et al.’s released model [63] was trained on the extensive RealEstate10K
dataset of perspective videos. Their network takes as input a reference view and
a plane sweep volume for the source view, and generates an MPI for the reference
view. We first naïvely extend their approach by providing the left ODS image
as the reference view and a sphere sweep volume of the right ODS image as the
source view. This leads to bad performance across all metrics in Table 1 and
highlights the mismatch between Zhou et al.’s architecture and our desire to
estimate an MSI at the center of the camera system from ODS imagery.
Double-plane-sweep baseline. To better represent the nature of ODS
imagery, we create an adaption of Zhou et al.’s method that takes as input
a plane sweep volume for each of the two views, and produces a multi-plane
image. We train this model on perspective views from the synthetic Replica and
the natural RealEstate10K dataset. Please see the supplement for details. Both
datasets have similar content, but RealEstate10K is more varied and not synthetic.
At test time, we apply this model to sphere sweep volumes of the left/right ODS
views, exploiting the ‘pseudo-perspective’ projection in the equatorial region
of ODS imagery. Despite the mismatch between perspective training and ODS
testing, the model trained on the RealEstate10K dataset performs well, and
clearly better than the model that was trained on the less varied Replica dataset.
ODS-Net [25] is a real-time learning-based method specifically aimed at
6DoF video generation. This method predicts a 256×128 depth map per video
frame, and synthesizes views by rendering a mesh based on the depth map
(without inpainting). Note that we provide double-ERP input, as expected by
ODS-Net, while all other comparisons use ODS input. In our experiments, ODSNet failed to produce metrically accurate depth on our Replica test data, and
performed worse than mesh-based rendering with ground-truth depth in Table 1.
Serrano et al. [46] is an offline optimization-based method for 6DoF video
generation from RGBD ERP video input. The method produces a set of RGBD+α
layers for real-time rendering of novel views. While their results show sharper occlusion boundaries and more accurate parallax, our method can better synthesize
occluded content by extrapolating from both the left and right ODS images (see
Figure 3). As we do not assume that depth is available a priori, our method is
also applicable to in-the-wild ODS videos without any additional preprocessing
steps, such as depth estimation. Our method also performs inference in real time
at 30 Hz, while Serrano et al.’s method requires one minute per frame. Further,
they assume a static camera for layer computation, while our method can, with
sufficient training data, be applied to scenes with arbitrary camera motion.
Ablations: Table 1 also shows quantitative measures for ablations of our
approach, which reduce the important perceptual E-LPIPS score.
GCN. Our first ablation replaces convolutions directly on the ODS domain

Serrano et al. (offline)

Serrano et al. (offline)
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Ours (real-time)

Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison between our results (right) and Serrano et al. [46]
(left). Our method exhibits improved synthesis of occluded content (first row). As their
method uses RGBD input, and includes a depth preprocessing step, it predicts disparity
with higher accuracy, especially in challenging textureless regions (second row).

with a graph convolutional network (GCN) on a sphere mesh with approximately
as many vertices as image pixels (164K). We project the sphere sweep volumes
into the spherical basis via this mesh, which then uses GCN layers (in architecture
of Pixel2Mesh [58]) to transform them into per-vertex alpha/blending weights,
which are projected back to ERP for the MSI. This approach is (almost) rotation
equivariant, and performs well in terms of the metrics in Table 1. However,
inference times are slow and currently cannot be accelerated to real-time with
TensorRT due to its lack of sparse matrix support for graph convolutions.
With background layer. We predict an additional RGB layer which can
help to inpaint extrapolated disocclusions [64]. This improves PSNR and E-LPIPS
scores in Table 1. However, at runtime, there are two issues to combine this
with our high-resolution input videos: 1) the background layer is limited to the
inference resolution, and so looks blurry in relation, and 2) we must explicitly
find disoccluded regions to blend in this background layer, which complicates
and slows virtual view render times. This is an application-level trade off.
Temporal consistency. We generate five ground-truth video sequences with
moving cameras to measure temporal consistency. Then, we apply a low-pass filter
(with σ = 11 pixels) to the output videos, and compute absolute frame-to-frame
differences (‘f2f’ metrics) between consecutive frames and depth maps, which
detects temporal inconsistencies such as flickering. As we increase the transformation range for transform-inverse regularization, f2f RGB metrics improve while
image metrics degrade slightly due to increased blur in the output MSI RGBs
and alphas. Beyond RGB, depth consistency improves more significantly—this
is important since we desire accurate and consistent re-rendering and disparity
cues for consecutive frames, and for different eye IPDs in VR.
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1 IPD

3 IPD

5 IPD

Ours

DPS-RE10K

MSI center

Fig. 4. Perspective reprojections of the puppy video in our real-time renderer with our
model (bottom) and the baseline perspectively-trained model (top; row three of Table 1).
Our results are significantly less blurry, though both models have difficulty inferring
fine features, like the puppy guard wires, as they operate at lower inference resolutions.
Table 2. Quantitative trade-off of transform-inverse regularization on temporal consistency and image quality, at λT I = 10. ‘f2f-(depth|rgb)’ measures the average frame-toframe difference between consecutive low-pass-filtered depth maps or RGB images as
measure of temporal consistency. ‘N’ means higher is better, ‘H’ means lower is better.
Numbers are mean±standard error. ‘Transform range’ indicates the scale factor on the
transformed pose, where 1× is: translation (x, y, z)±0.01 metres; rotation (θ, φ, ψ) ± 1.7°.
Transform range f2f-depthH f2f-rgbH mE-LPIPSH
None
×0.5
×1.0
×2.0
×5.0

3.27±0.70
1.64±0.37
1.65±0.41
1.48±0.28
1.04±0.27

1.27±0.16
1.29±0.16
1.29±0.16
1.29±0.16
1.28±0.16

2.88±2.53
2.37±2.18
2.51±2.21
2.59±2.27
2.87±2.54

SSIMN

PSNRN

0.92±0.04
0.92±0.04
0.92±0.04
0.92±0.04
0.91±0.04

29.82±3.92
29.74±4.07
29.62±4.01
29.52±4.19
29.20±4.20

Qualitative results: First, we show qualitative comparisons for reprojected
views against Zhou et al.’s method [64] augmented with a double-plane-sweep
input architecture (Figure 4). These use our real-time pipeline with high-resolution
input videos applied to the MSI. Our approach produces results which are visually
sharper as we extrapolate the virtual camera away from the baseline at 3× and
5× interpupillary distance (IPD). In Figures 5 and 6, we show the output of
our approach at the inference resolution of 640×320, i.e., without the full realtime pipeline which uses the high-resolution input video. We generate the MSI
representation at the center of the ODS camera system, and then generate ODS
imagery at 1× IPD to show reconstruction, and at 3× and 5× IPD to show
extrapolation (a similar max. distance to Zhou et al. [64]). In our supplement,
we show results on synthetic and real ODS video test sequences.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

Via the MSI representation and our learned network, our approach provides realtime inference on ODS video, and stereo VR rendering at 80 Hz. On our test set,
we demonstrate results on baselines up to 5.6× larger than ODS interpupillary
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-plane-sweep baseline (P) ODS-Net
Double-plane-sweep
[25] + meshbaseline
re-rendering
(P) ODS-NetOurs
[25] +
(real-time)
mesh re-rendering
Double-plane-sweep baseline (P) ODS-Net [25] + mesh re-rendering
Ours (real
1 IPD

5 IPD 5 IPD 5 3IPD
IPD 3 IPD 3 1IPD
IPD 1 IPD 1 IPD

plane-sweep
baseline (P) ODS-Net
Double-plane-sweep
meshbaseline
re-rendering
(P)mesh
ODS-Net
Ours
[25] +
(real-time)
mesh re-rendering
Double-plane-sweep
baseline[25]
(P)+ODS-Net
[25] +
re-rendering
Ours (real
Fig. 5. Inferred MSI representation for the Puppy video. Blending weights are red for
left ODS and blue for right ODS. Alpha maps are black for transparent and white for
opaque. Each row shows a single layer (out of 32) at the near, mid, and far extents of
the scene; content exists across all layers to produce the final result.

1 IPD

ane-sweep
Double-plane-sweep
baseline (P) ODS-Net
Double-plane-sweep
baseline
[25](P)
+ mesh
ODS-Net
baseline
re-rendering
[25](P)
+ mesh
ODS-Net
re-rendering
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[25] +
(real-time)
mesh re-rendering
Ours (real
Ours (real-time)

5 IPD

5 IPD

3 IPD
5 IPD

3 IPD

3 IPD

1 IPD

1 IPD
3 IPD

Double-plane-sweep baseline (P) ODS-Net [25] + mesh re-rendering

5 IPD

Fig. 6. Puppy video results. Inference for low-resolution (640×320) MSI representation
for comparison on spherical images (not our high-resolution real-time perspective VR
view). We compare our results on the right to the baseline double-plane-sweep baseline
method, and to ODS-Net with mesh re-rendering which induces high distortion.
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distance, and produce the highest quantitative performance. In a VR headset, the
user’s motion is unconstrained and can lead to much larger baselines than any
current technique can handle [10, 48], especially in real-time. The effect is to ‘see
behind the curtain’: our representation still provides correct disparity and motion
parallax for scene objects with accurate alpha (which improves comfort), but
large disocclusions reveal the layered MSI structure underneath (see supplement).
Some multi-camera systems can see more scene content than is captured
in the final ODS projection, and designing a system to start from raw camera
feeds would allow this content to contribute to a reconstruction. Our proposed
approach could be adapted to work with per-camera feeds, which we leave for
future work. Our approach is applicable to online ‘in the wild’ ODS videos as
well as ODS live streams supported by several off-the-shelf cameras.
Limitations: The quality at larger extrapolations is currently limited by computational trade-offs both during training and in real-time application. First,
our per-layer ODS blending for re-rendering could be improved by flow-based
interpolation methods [3], which would be required during both training and
inference. Second, inferring higher-resolution MSI representations is possible at a
slower speed with a network with more layers [6, 17, 48] and so a larger receptive
field. Third, an explicit spherical convolution approach may improve quality, but
current approaches are too expensive for real-time applications. Further, stereo
360° video is a nascent format, and there is insufficient training data available.
Given our training data, the proposed method works best on indoor scenes with
moving cameras, and more work must be done for dynamic scene objects.
MSI depth discretization limits the range of non-aliased views, beyond which
the layered nature of the MSI becomes noticeable [48]. Increasing only the spatial
resolution of the RGB for each MSI layer via the high-resolution input video
increases this effect. However, this approach to VR rendering can be a better
trade-off in terms of quality and comfort than keeping low-resolution imagery.
Conclusion: Stereo 360° video is only ‘half-way’ to comfortable (and thus
useful) representations of our environments, with the missing piece being 6DoF
video. Our work suggests one solution to this problem by learning to create
representations which implicitly compute depth and fill disoccluded regions. Our
end-to-end system takes images from a stereo 360° camera and converts them into
a 6DoF multi-sphere image representation in real time for viewing. This learns
how to distribute the scene over different depths per frame, and ensures temporal
consistency. We show competitive quantitative metrics for image quality while
remaining fast in inference speed—this is important for situations where preprocessing is not an option, like communications and robotic teleoperation. Overall,
we move towards a more natural 6DoF viewing experience for stereo 360° video.
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